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The Cottage tour was informative, enjoyable, 
and I learned something new.

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Agree

User Provided No
Response
Neutral

Strongly Disagree

Somewhat Disagree



I will recommend 
President Lincoln's Cottage to others.

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
User Provided No Response
Neutral
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree



www.lincolncottage.org
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Good afternoon.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the National Trust prepared to preserve and interpret the Riggs House as the President Lincoln and Soldiers’ Home National Monument (known as President Lincoln’s Cottage), archival evidence of a portable gas generating facility on the grounds of the Soldiers’ Home, and gas lighting in the Riggs house was uncovered.




Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though we have never seen an image of the interior of the cottage from the Lincoln era, this photograph from the  Library of Congress collection demonstrates how typical mid-nineteenth century interiors were lit with gas fixtures - fixture types that could include gasoliers, sconces and sometimes tabletop or desktop fixtures connected by a flexible hose to the gas source.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It should be noted that before physical work on the cottage commenced, the site was recorded using photogrammetric survey-that is, digital scalable photographs that can be read in CAD either as an image or drawing file.
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Presentation Notes
Research included trips to the Custis Lee Mansion to better understand how they handled light levels in a historic house with very high visitation, and consulting reference texts and journals such as Dr. Moss’s Lighting for Historic Buildings and the Association for Preservation Technology Bulletin special issue dedicated to lighting historic house museums  Volume 31 2000 .
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inspired by the recent investigative finds in the cottage, Donald W. Linebaugh, the head of the Historic Preservation Program at the University of Maryland, submitted a proposal to the National Trust for research related to the gas lighting system at President Lincoln’s Cottage. The objective of the report was to contribute to the body of knowledge for the ongoing preservation and interpretation of the building and surrounding cultural landscape, and specifically to assist with the design of a new lighting system based on historical precedence.
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Presentation Notes
Along with the discovery of gas piping in the cottage, other unexpected discoveries included:

Watergrass insulation between the roof rafters.

A wooden ductwork system to ventilate the third floor rooms.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sections of original stucco finish and faux painted quarter-sawn oak on the soffit boards.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
But most exciting find was a board in an attic space with the name of the designer of the cottage painted in script, the board reads J Skirving Washington DC for GR, initials of George Riggs a prominent Washington banker and the first owner of the house. 
The Plan of Work for the researchers from the University of Maryland included:
Contextual research on the history of gas lighting during this period, with particular reference to portable gas lighting systems used to light buildings located outside the service area of municipal gas plants;
Contextual research on the Maryland Portable Gas Company and the system that they manufactured including patent research on the system’s inventor, Abram Longbottom. Understanding the technology of the system and how it was configured at the PLSHNM; 




Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historical and map research on the gas system at Soldiers’ Home, including records of minutes and orders, maps with outbuildings, and a search of insurance company maps and records; 
Examination of the extant gas piping in the Lincoln Cottage in order to develop a suggested lighting plan for the building as it might have existed in the late 1850s and early 1860s; 
Research on the importance of gas lighting during this period and its social uses and consequences; and, 
Recommendations for future archaeological and remote sensing studies related to the gas system at the site.
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Presentation Notes
Based on this proposal, Don Linebaugh with contributions from graduate students Jonathon Pliska and Amy Bolasky, authored Gas Lighting at The President Lincoln and Soldiers’ Home National Monument. The report addresses gas lighting as it evolved in the United States, then focuses on the physical evidence in the cottage and concludes with a proposed design for the new lighting scheme based on extant piping. Advice from historic interior consultant Gail Winkler of LCA Associates in Philadelphia proved invaluable; her experience with gas systems and gas lighting lead her to accurately predict where we might find sconces both at windows and mantles. Further investigative work was conducted to trace gas piping using radio wave transmission technology. 




Presenter
Presentation Notes
The gas lighting research was used extensively to devise the new lighting plan for the cottage. After lengthy, sometimes contentious, debates on preservation philosophy, the decision to follow the original gas piping to locate new fixtures, augmented with lighting for purely functional or safety considerations was implemented. LUCE Group, under the direction of Traci Klainer, designed a control package and historically accurate replica gas fixtures. Moss’s book, Lighting for Historic Buildings, provided technical data and historical background for the installation of the new system designed to provide light at the appropriate intensity and color to simulate light from a gas flame. 
 




Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to satisfy various light level needs and an interpretive program that incorporates theatrical effects, it was decided to control the lighting system by a central computer and provide dimming capabilities. One benefit of this plan, from a preservationist’s point of view, is that it eliminates the need for individual light switches in each space. Another benefit is the capability to raise light levels for housekeeping and special events while being able to lower light levels for daily tours allowing visitors to experience the place much as the Lincoln family did. The downside, of course, is that when a system depends on complicated technology to provide simple results (turning lights on and off) problems that are difficult and expensive to rectify can arise. 
 




Presenter
Presentation Notes
The planning process for this aspect of the preservation of President Lincoln’s Cottage allowed  leeway for various interpretive and building conservation concerns to find common ground.
 Ultimately, presentation and preservation melded into a lighting plan that subtly augments the visitor experience as people explore the seasonal home of President Abraham Lincoln. 
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Presentation Notes
Thank you for the opportunity to present today.
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Avitecture’s Responsibilities

•Build the system as designed by others
•Program the control system
• Download all media into the media players
•Train the end-user
•Provide Warranty Services



AV Overview



Separate, But Equal!

Visitor’s Education Center
Lincoln Cottage



Shared Design Concept

AMX  Control System
Alcorn McBride Video Players

Direct View Displays



Visitor’s Education Center

Two – 65” Plasma Displays with 
Looping Presentations

Tour Gathering Room w/Triple 
Projectors/Screens



(insert photo here of stand-alone 
Plasma Display)



Lincoln Cottage

•65” Plasma Displays on Stands
•Dual LCD Projection
•Audio Only



(insert photo here of AV 
installation in Cottage)



VEC and Lincoln Cottage

Tour Guide Accesses all 
Pre-Recorded Media 

via 
Wireless Remote Control



Story Time!

Gather round! It’s time to speak 
of disappearing manufacturers, 

RF interference, lead paint, 
discontinued products and design 

challenges! 



Thank You!



TRACI KLAINER
Partner, Lighting Designer

LUCE GROUP



STAIRWELL PRE AND POST RESTORATION



Some lighting considerations:

• light levels
• quality of light/
color temperature

• placement of fixtures
• control system
• available power

• type of fixtures
- recessed 
- track 
- historic 
- fluorescent





FROSTED
GLASS GLOBE
6" DIAMETER

60w T4 QUARTZ BI-PIN
LAMP FOR GLOW
NOTE THIS LAMP IS ALWAYS 
TOWARD THE VIEWER

REVISED CUSTOM  FIXTURE GLOBE INTERIOR DETAIL
SECTION VIEW   SCALE 1"=2"

FOR LIGHTING DESIGN INTENT ONLY
DETAILED SHOP DRAWINGS AND SAMPLES REQUIRED

2" FROM BASE TO CENTER OF LAMP

FRONT OF SCONCE

37w MR11 WITH OPAQUE
BASE UPLIGHT

WALL

THIS IS FOR SCHEMATIC
PURPOSES ONLY.
LUCE GROUP IS NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
WIRING OR HANGING
OF ANY FIXTURES.

cL

BOTH LAMPS SHOULD BE AS TIGHT
 TO CENTER LINE AS POSSIBLE

DATE: JULY 19 2007

LAMP BASE (FOOT PRINT AND PROFILE)
 SHOULD BE CONSTRUCTED

AS SMALL AS POSSIBLE
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